
Simultaneous Interpretation  
Conference Systems  
Professional Sound  

Lights & Effects 

Your most reliable partner 



LET us introduce to you  
 

Mr. CONEQ  
 

 our brand new MASCOT! 



Language Barriers… are abolished… 
with CONEQ and its simultaneous 

interpretation systems! 
 
 
 

 Fully digital SIS systems 
 Supporting up to 64 languages (wired) or 32 

languages (wireless) 
 Accredited and compliant with EU’s 

standards and regulations 



 CONEQ’s interpretation booths 
comply with the latest version 
of ISO 4043 

 The interpreters work in the 
best possible environment doing 
their very stressful job 

 



 An easy-to-use wireless communication 
system 

 
 Designed for tour groups, factory 

tours, outdoor excursions, employee 
training, language interpretation 

 
 Communication over a distance  
  of 100 meters far in an open area 
 
 Supports simultaneous interpretation 

for up to 15+1 different languages 



 When participating to a conference,  
   it’s very important to hear what the other 
   participants have to say.  
 Our conference systems can support  
   up to 200 microphones and are of the latest           
   Digital technology thus giving the best sound. 
 They work perfect with our tracking cameras 

system. 



 Tracking cameras are part of our 
conference system. 

 Robotic cameras are installed and with 
a software they are set to track each 
speaker 

 They include video processors, ceiling 
and table top cameras which enables 
projecting and video recording the 

conference. 



 Your audience is alert, involved 
and actually participating just  
by using our Voting System! 

 For your presentations, exams, 
games or appraisals. 



 High-quality, budget-friendly video conferencing  
  for anyone who wants to get more for his money! 
 
 Our vc systems support Skype connections,  
   desktop sharing, Remote access  
   and troubleshooting, mobile or tablet sharing,  
   recording, playback and many more. 
 
 



 It’s amazing how people’s mood can change, 

when the light conditions change.  

 Our variety of lighting equipment includes 

LED lights, Par cans, moving heads, DMX 

controllers, smoke machines, disco lights, 

LED bars, and many more. All of the above, 

combined with the appropriate support (truss 

systems, stands etc.) can play a vital role to 

the mood and environment that your event 

will Have. 

 



 Using a back drop for a conference or 

a play, a fashion show or a production 

is the best way to make THE difference 

for your event.  

 Our experienced team can handle 

everything from design, production 

and setup of a professional and 

breathe-taking back drop, specially 

designed for your event and always 

according to your needs and budget.  

 



 Stages are widely used for raising 

something higher than floor level 

in order to make it easier for 

people to look at.  

 Our stages come in many heights 

and designs, and have been used 

for conferences, parties, concerts, 

fashion shows and many more… 



 The quality of sound can make a big deference in 
any occasion. From a small conference to a big 
concert, a wedding reception or a Gala dinner, 
sound is something that can affect the success of 
an event. Our equipment includes speakers, analog 
and digital sound mixers, line arrays, amps, 
backline, wired and wireless microphones, 
equalizers, processors, DJ Sets and anything else 
that has to do with sound. Our experienced 
personnel can suggest the suitable equipment for 
any occasion.  

 



 Projectors have a wide range of 
applications. It’s the easiest way to 
communicate a presentation, a video or a 
text message to a large number of people. 

  Our projectors range from the small 
2600 Lumens to the biggest 10 000 
Lumens. We can even stack them (for 
better brightness), split them, map them 
or combine them for large projections.    

 



 We are always at your disposal 
for any enquiry. 

 
 Contact us at info@coneq.eu 
 Tel.: 0030 211 2163453  
         0030 693 4507929 

mailto:info@coneq.eu

